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Some applications of lattice theory in algebra. 
We begin thts conference with some well-known facts of latt1ce 
theory. 
A partially ordered set P 1s a set withe relation a~ b, satis-
fying the following three postulates: 
(1) a-" a. 
(2) a~ band b ~ c imply e ~ c. 
(3) a~ band bf a imply a= b. 
In general for two elements a and b neither a~ b, nor b La needs 
to hold. In this case we call a and b incomparable. If in a partially 
ordered set P for every pair a,b of elements either a f b orb~ a 
holds, Pis called a simply ordered set or a chain. 
If~ given two elements a and b of a partially ordered set P there 
exists an element c satisfying c ~ a, c ~ b, and x ~ a, x Sb imply 
x ~ c, then c is cal led the p . 1"'estest lower bound (g. 1. b.) or the meet 
of a and b, and written a(~ b. Obviously two elements have at most one 
g.l.b. Similarly one defines the least upper bound (l.u.b.) or the 
join au b of a and b. So we have 
(4) a()b.fa, 
(5) ar..b~b. 
(6) x ~ a and x £ b imply x £an b, 
( 7) a ~ a u b. 
(8) b~.aub 
(9) a~ x and b ~ x imply a Vb~ x. 
A partially ordered set satisfying the cond1tion, that for every 
pair a,b of elements an band a Ub exist, is called a lattice. 
The following relations are valid for meet and join: 
(10) an a= a. 
(11) a nb = b/"\a. 
(12) (af\b)nc=an(bf'\c), 
(13) a lJ a= a, 
( 14) a Vb = b U a, 
(45) (a ub) uc = a u(b vc) .. 
( 16) a u ( a n b) = a . 
( 17) a n ( a vb) = a. 
(18) au b = a implies an b = b. 
(10) an b - a implies au b = b. 
A lattice may also be defined ea a set with two binary operations 
n and U, satisfying the postulates (11); (12), (14L (15), (·16) and 
(17). If a, bis defined by an b = a, the relation~ is a partial 
ordering 3 for which the given operations n end u are the meet and the 
join. Instead of (11), (12), (14), (15), (16) and (17L one ctm also 
take (10) .. (41), (12), (13L (1lt), (15), (18) and (19) as postulate:L 
A subset Q, of a partially ordered set P is also a partially 
ordered set W!.th respect to the same order relation. If P 1s a lattice 
with meet n and join u, Q. needr, not to be a lattice. Q may even be 
o lattic1:?: with meet A and ,1oin V different from the meet and join ' 
of P, Obv:Lously in th:ls case if a I!: Q and be Q, then a A b f a Ab and 
a V b ~ a u b. We ca11 Q a sublattice of P only if the meet- and jo-.n .. 
operations in Qare the same as in P. 
Exam:;Je. Let V be a set and <} a f ar.1i ly of subsets of V. If At¢ 
and B -E. q,, then A £ B is defJned 'oy A ~ B (set-inclusion), With ... ~espcct 
to this relation ¢ .LS a partially ordered set. If qi is the family of 
T 
nll subset:::, of V, cp is a lattice, in which A v B is the union and 
An Bis the Jntersection of the sets A and B. If we take for Va 
group and for cp the family of the subgroups of V, 1 also is a lattice, 
in which An Bis the intersection of A and B, but A UB is the sub-
group generated by A and B, which in general is a set, which conta,ns 
the set-union of A and Bas a proper subset. 
If V is a subset of a partially ordered set P and c is <'m element 
of P 1 such that c 6 x for· all x f V, and y ~ x for all xf::V impl:i.es y ·~ c) 
c is called the greatest lower bound inf V of V. Similarly the least 
upper bound sup V of Vis defined. If one takes for Va set cons1Gt1ng 
of one or two elements, one gets the ordinary meet and join 
!' If Pis a partially ordered set such that inf V and sup V ex1Ht 
for every non-void subset V of P, Pis called a complete lattice 
An element a of a partially ordered set Pis called the greatest 
element of P, if x ~ a for all xfP. An element a of a partially ordered 
set P is calleci a maximal element of P if a ~ x holds for no x E: P. S:Lmi-
larly least ond minimal elements are defined. If P contains a greatest 
element a, a is the only maximal element. In a chain the concepts of 
greatest and maximal element co1ncide. A complete lattice P has a great-
est element (viz. sup P) and a least element (viz. inf P), Usuall~ the 
greatest ele~ent (if it exi~ts) of a partially ordered set is denoted 
by I and the least element (if 1t exists) by O. 
Theorem 1. A partially ordered set with a greatest element I, and 
such that inf V exists for all non-void subsets of Pis a complete 
lattice. 
Proof: It is sufficient to ~rove the existence of sup V for ~n 
arbitrary non-void subset V of P. Take the set W, consisting of tnose 
elements y £P, for which x ~ :l holds for all x l.V. Then W is non-void, 
because IEW. So c = inf W exists. If xcV, x ,t. y holds for all YE.W s so 
x ~- c, Furthermore :i -if for yEP one has x ~ y for all xe.V, then YEW J so 
c ~ y, This proves c = sup V 
A family ¢ of subsets of a set V is said to satisfy the intc1'- · 
sect ion-property, if for every non-void subfamily tp of ¢ we have 
n w E CD:; n being the sign for set-intersection. 
Wt ')J J. 
From theorem '1 it follows that a family cp of subsets of a set 
V, which satisfies the intersection-property and for which VE ~ holds; 
is a complete lattice with respect to set-inclusion, for which inf 41 ~ 
= n w for every Cf ·1Z: q> . 
wt; \JI 
From this we infer that the subgroups of a group, the normal sub-
groups of a group, the ideals of a ring, the left ideals of a rins, 
the right ideals of a ring, the subfields of a field, the closed Sll:J-
spaces of a topological space form complete lattices. 
In the following we restrict ourselves to families of sets satis-
fying these properties. 
A f amiJ.y cp of subsets of a set V is said to satisfy the union--
,)roperty, lf' for every non-void subfamily t· of <p which is a ch,.nn.i 
we have U We~., U being the sign for set-union. 
w I!: ti' 
. 
The above-mentioned algebraic examples all satisfy the union-)ro-
perty. The closed subspaces of a topological space) however, in general 
do not satisfy this property. 
In lattice theory properties of lattices are investigated; in par-
ticular lattices which satisfy additional requirements, such as modular 
lattices) distributive lattices: complemented lattices and so on. The 
results of this theory may then be applied in those branches of a1Beora9 
where these additional requirements hold. So e.g. the ideals of o ring 
forming a modular lattice the theory of modular lattices may be applied 
to the ideal lattice of a ring 
In a recent publication (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 75 ('1953L 136-
153) R.L.Blair applied lattice theory to the theory of rings in a some-
what different way. He investigated the consequences of imposing requi-
rements on the ideal lattice of a ring which in general are not satis-
fied by this lattice, in this way restricting the class of rings under 
consideration. In doing this ring-theoretical properties may be found 
with the use of lattice theory and ring theory both. With this method 
he treats complementedness and distributivity. In the following we shall 
discuss some of his results on complementedness and make some remarks 
on pseudo-complementedness. 
A lattice is called a modular lattice if 
(20) a.t!! b implies (a uc) /"I b ~ a u(c nb). 
In every lattice av (c nb) £ (a vc) r'\ b holds; so in a modular 
lattice 
(21) a~ b implies (a u c) n b = a v (c () b). 
The lattice of the subgroups of an abelian group is easily seen 
to be modular. The lattice of the ideals of a ring is a sublattice of 
the lattice of the subgroups of the additive group of the ring (the 
sum of two ideals being an ideal) and so, the sublattice of a modular 
lattice being modular, is a modular lattice. 
A lattice L with a greatest element I and a least element O is 
called complemented if for every a~L, there exists an a'EL, such that 
a~ a' = O, au a= I, We call a' the complement of a. A lattice Lis 
called relatively complemented if for every a~L, beL, xEL with a~ x ~ b 
there exists an ycL, such that x n y = a, x u y = b, We call y the 
complement of x relative to a and b. 
A complemented modular lattice is relatively complemented. The 
complement of x relative to a and bis (a U x') n b, which is the same 
element as n U (xi r'I b). 
An element a of a lattice is called meet-irreducible if a = b nc 
implies a = b or a = C • 
An element a of a lattice is called a point if a f. 0 and x ~a 
tmplies X = 0 or x = a, 
Blair proves the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. If Lis a complete complemented modular lattice with 
at least two elements, and if ea~h element of Lis the g.l.b of 2 
set of meet-irreducible elements, then the greatest element I of Lis 
a Join of points. 
Now we shall prove the well-known fact that the ideal lattice of 
a ring has the property that each element is the g.l.b, of a set of meet 
irreducible elements. For the proof of this theorem we make use of 2 
th~orem of Zorn> which is equivalent with the axiom of choice of set 
thE:.:ory. 
Theorem 3. (Zorn). If a non-void partially ordered set P has the 
property that for every non-void subset V of P, which is a chain, an 
element c exists with x ~ c for all xEV, then P contains a maximal 
element, 
T 
Theorem 4. If a family q:i of subsets of a set V satisfies the 
intersection-property and the union-property and if VE~' then every 
element of q> is the g" 1. b. of meet-irreducible element~ of cl,i • 
Proof: Let A E: ½, Take the subfamily 1.p of cp , consisting of those 
meet-irreducible elements W of cp J for which A ~ W holds. The family 
\jJ is non-void; because ve4:. For the intersection X = n W we have 
A<; X. Take an element cE:. V, c(f_ A and the subfamily [1.wif\f'~, consist-
ing of those elements U of q> J I for which A<.;. U and .e f- U. 
The family .f~ is non-void, because A Ell. Furthermore I2 satisfies 
the condition of Zorn's theorem., because the set-union L of a subchain 
of _(l is an element of ~ ; for which A£. L and c d L holds, so L e [l .. ~-
By Zorn I s theorem i1 has a maximal element Y. Suppose Y = R 0 S, R C: p, 
S E ~ Then we have A ~ R; P. ,~ S. Moreover c ¢ R or c ¢ S, for· if c. ~ R 
end c ES would hold both, c e Y would also hold, contrary to Y e{2. 
So RE .f2. or 8 e n.9 so by the maximality of Y in Il, R == Y or S = Y, 
So Y is meet-irreducible in <p and A ~ Y, so Y E-lf, so X ~ Y As c ,t. Y, 
we have c i X This proves X ~ A; we had already found A~ X, so A= X, 
I 
which finishes the proof. 
We have already seen that the ideal lattice of a ring satisfies 
the conditions of theorem 4, so in this lattice every element is the 
g .1 .. b. of meet-irreducible elements. If the ideal lattice is com;:JJ.e ... 
... 
mented, we m2y 2pply theorem 2. Now a point of the ideal lattice is 
called in r~ng-theoretical language a minimal ideal. so we find th&t 
if the ide<'l lattice is complemented-' the ring is the sum of itf:, minJ_-
mal ideals. The converse of this theorem is a direct consequence of 
a well-known lattice-theoretic2l theorem. 
Theorem S. (Blair). A ring has a complemented ideal lattice if and 
only if it is the sum of its minimal ideals. 
With a usual method of ring theory a sum of minimal ideals rncy be 
refined to a (discrete) direct sum. 
It is perhaps of some inter~st to point out a terminological dif-
ficulty involved by the concept of d1rect sum. For the sake of sinF:ilj_-
city we give the definitlon of dJ_rect sum for a finite number of 1n.un-
mands, 
A ring R is called the (inner) direct sum of its subrings 
s1 :i ••• Jsn, if there exists nn isomorphism/\ between R 2nd the rin;: l: i 
consisting of then-tuples (s 1 , ..• ,sn) where sj E Sj, and where 20di-
tion and multiplication is defined by (s 1 , ·••Jsn) + (t 1 , .•. ,tn) = 
= (s 1+t 1 ,. oo;Sn+tn) and (s 1 , .•• .,sn) (t 1 , ... ,tn) == (s 1 t 1 , ... .,:sntn) ~ fur-
thermore /\ transforms an element c if S. into (0, .•. ,0, c, O,, •. ,0) 
th J 
with c in the j place and zeros elsewhere. R' is called the outer 
direct product of s1, ..• ,Sn. In a similar way the direct product of an 
1nfini te number of summands 12, defined, Direct summands of 2 ring 8re 
ideols in lt. 
The sum of c1 family ? of j_deals of a ring is the ideal gener.::::ted 
by the idesls in q? . It c;ns1sts of those elements of the ring wh:Lch 
may be written as a finite sum of elements of ideals belonging to f. 
Now with these definitions of sum and of direct sum the direct 
sum of an infinite num~er of rings is in general not the sum of those 
rings, but contains the sum as a µroper subset, viz. the subset of the 
elements w1.th only a finite number of components f O. This subset is 
usually called the discrete direct sum of the tiven summands. Perhaps 
it would be better to use in this case the term "direct sum" and to 
call the above-mentioned direct sum "d1rect unionn. Wlth this ter-mi•-· 
nology a direct sum would be a sum. 
We remark that in a similar way the lattice of right ideals may 
be treated; which yields the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. (Blair). A ring has a complemented right ideal lattice 
if and only if it is the sum of its minimal right ideals, 
Obviously this theorem remains valid if right is replaced by left 
in it both times it occurs. 
We are now go ,ng to replace the concept of complementedness bJ that 
of pseudo-complementedness. 
In a lattice L with a least element O an element a4 is called the 
pseudo-complement of the element a if a 0 a~= O and if an x = O im-
plies x !:.. a*. 
In a lattice Lan element a*b is called the pseudo-complement of 
the element a relative to the element b if a n ( a*b) !::.. b and if 
an x ~ b implies x ~ a*b, 
If in a lattice wlth a least element O each element has a pseudo-
complement~ the lattice is called pseudo-complemented 
If in a lattice each ordered pair of elements has a relative: eu-
do-complement, the lattice is called relatively pseudo-comple,nented. 
Obviously a* = a*o, Furthermore a* may be defined as the g:eeate:::lt 
element x for which an x = O and similarly for a*b, 
In Birkhoff 1 s 11 Lattice theory 11 some properties of pseudo-comple-
ments are deduced for relatively pseudo-complemented lattices. However, 
it is possible to deduce them for pseudo-complemented latcices 2s will 
be shown ln the following. This is a real generalization, because a 
relatively pseudo-complemented lattice is distributive and it is ea • y 
to give examples of pseudo-complemented lattices which are not even 
modulm c. 
We now suppose our lattice to be pseudo-complemented. Then we 
have: 
(22) a nx = O and any= O j_mply a('\ (x Uy)= o. 
Proof: x £:. a* and y ~. a*, so x '-.) y 6: a*J soar\ (x 1.J y) f. an a •~=Q 
so an (x Uy)== 0. 
( 2 3 ) a f:: ;.J ~ *. 
( 2')) 
( 26) 
Proof This follows from an a~= O. 
a £ b 1mplies b* L- a*, 
Proof: a n b* ~ b n b • e- == O:, so a n b* == o, so b~ ~ a*, 
Applying (24) twice we get: 
a ~ b implies a*~ ~ b:l<f*. 
a~**= a*, 
Proof: F1:som ( 23) and ( 24) :. t follows that a*** !5: a*; subs ti tut 1ng 
a* for a in (23) we get a*~ a*~~, so a*~*= a*, 
(27) (a Ub)* = a?t'n b*. 
Proof: an a* r, b* = o and b n a* fib~= o, so1 using (22.), we set 
(au b) n a* n b* = o, so a* n b-¥i- .f. (au b)+-, The converse ineqlrn11ty 
~ * is trivial: a ~au b gives (a u b) ~ a*j b ~au b gives (au b) £, 
~ b*, so (a u b)* ~ a*n b*. So we have (a u b)°1'- = a*n b*, 
( 28) a* u b * '- ( a n b )*. 
Proof: an b ~ a gives a*~ (an b)*, an b ±= b gives b* .5::.. (a 1\ b)~-, 
so a* U b~ ~ ( a n b) *. 
The converse inequality of (28) is not valid in general (intuitj.o-
nistic propositional calculus!). 
(21::;) (an b)** = a** n b**, 
Proof: 8. n b n (2 n b)* = 0, sob(\ (an bf f: a*, so 
b n ( a r1 b )* 0 a** L- a~ n a~*= o, so b n ( a n b )* n a*;¾-= o ;i ;Jo 
(anbtf(\ a*¼-~b*1 so (anb)*n o**nts**f:- b*nb*i<-=0, so (~1(:b)°'h 
n cf* 1'""1 b*¥, = 0; 30 a)<t* fl t** ~ (a('\ b )~ *. The converse inequal:Lty is 
tr iv 1. a 1 : a !\ b f.:. a gives ( a (t b ri\- ,c::. a -1(-~ 2 ~ b ~ b gives ( a I\ b ) * * £ 
•"'-h~*, so ( a n b )*~ ? a**(\ b-'lf*, So we have ( a n b )*)i. = a-¥-·'><- n b*~-. 
We define the ope:rat1.on V by av b = (a U b)**, Then we have 
a~ a Vb ?-(a Vb)**) bf:: a Ub :f (a ub)~~; if a'=. X; b !::.x and 
X ¥'* = X J then a u b ~ X ) s O ( a u b r'A-~ t,, X ~ * = X If we Ca 11 an e 1 em en t 
a closed if a = a** ( or equivalently if a = b* for some b), then 1n the 
partially ordered set of closed elements the operation V is the join-
operat ion" Furthermore (2 9) yields that if a and b are closed, a (\ lJ h, 
closed too. So we find that the closed elements form a lattice. 
(30) 
(31) 
The following two propertles are obvious: 
¾-0 = L 
* I = 0, 
Applying (27) and (30) we Bet a Va~= (au a*)*~= 
= o* = IJ so we have: 
(32) a Va*= I. 
By definition we have an a~= O) so in the lattice of closed ele-
ments a* is a complement of a, 
( 3 3 ) ( a "'1 b /~ = . a* V b * 
Proof: (an b)* = (an bt** == (a~* nb**y~ = (a''+ u bi**= a* \I b*, 
( 34) ( a V b )* = a* n b*, 
Proof;, ( a v b )* = ( a u b {'~* = ( a u b )* = a~ n b*, 
A complemented lattice in which the complements satisfy (33) and 
(34) is called an orthocomplemented lattice, So the lattice of closed 
elements is orthocomplemented. Furthermore in this lattice every element 
has only one complement. For suppose we have elements a and a' with 
ai'i(.*=a', ana' =0, a \/a 1 = I, thenana 1 =0 implies a'.f: a*, 
Em a** L- a 1* and a V a 1 == I implies o = r* = ( a \I a 1 )* = a~ n a 1*;; so 
a,~ :!:: a**., So we have a'* = a** and therefore a' = a ,1'-~ = a-,1.-* * = a*. 
A lattice is called a distributive lattice if it satisfies 
( 3 5) a r, ( b u c) L-- ( a n b) u ( 8 n c) . 
In every lattice (an b) l.) (an c) ~an (b LJ c) holds., so a dis-
tributive lattice satisfies 
( 35) a 0 ( b u c) = ( a n b) u ( a n c) . 
A complemented distributive lattice is called a Boolean al~ebra. 
It is a well-known theorem of lattice theory that an orthocomJle-
mented lattice 1 in which every element has only one complement., ic a 
Boolean alge~ra (Birkhoff, Lattice theory, p. 171). 
So we may conclude: 
Theorem 7. The closed elementtof a pseudo-complemented lattice 
form a Boolean algebra. 
In BJ.rkhoff 1 s 11 Lattice theory" this theorem is proved only for 
pseudo-com9lemented distributive lattices. 
If the ideal lattice of a ring R is pseudo-complemented and A is 
an ideal of R, obviously the pseudo-complement A* of A is the sum of 
all ideals disjoint from A. Conversely if in a ring R the sum of 211 
ideals disjoint from an ideal A is also disjoint from A, the ideal 
lattice of R is pseudo-complemented. So we have: 
Theorem 8. If the ideal lattice of a ring R is pseudo-complemented 
the sum of the i§eals of a family g, of ideals of R with the property 
that A c p 2 B € q1 and A -:J B imply A n B = o ( the zero ideal), :Ls 8. 
discrete direct sum. 
The lattice of closed elements in a pseudo-complemented lattice 
may be trivial. If a lattice L with o and I is such that the partially 
ordered set of elements -:Jo has a least element, then Lis pseudo-com-
Jlemented with a*= o for a -:J OJ and o* =I.The only closed elements 
are O and I. In the ideal lattice of a ring R this is the case if R 
contains a least ideal to, which e.g. occurs in primitive rings w~th 
minimal right ideals, the sum of all minimal right ideals being such 
an ideal (cf. Jacobson, Amer. J. Math. t\7 ( 191+5), p. 317) . 
